• Add Mobius patron types to the patron blocks table, with the following values:
  o Patron Exp. Date: n
  o Max Owed: $999.99
  o Highest Level due 9
  o Max Items: Value from “Share limit” in ptype instructions
  o Max Holds: Value from “Share limit” in ptype instructions
  o All other elements: 0

Ptypes 253, 254 and 255 should have 0 for Max Items and Max Holds.

• Edit ptypes that are already in the Patron Blocks Table but have changed:
  o 212 – Max Items and Holds should be 0
  o All Prospector ptypes that are not “local loans only” should have Max Items and Max Holds of 70 (this may be a change if you haven’t updated your patron blocks table since the Prospector max was increased).